THE FREE
FRIDAY PATTERN
Yarn: Amore 115 by Borgo de' Pazzi Firenze

Amore al collo
by SusyKnitHandmade
©susyknithandmade

"...being hugged by heat relaxes body and soul"
ONE SIZE
24 cm L. / 29 cm Ht
MATERIAL:
- YARN: AMORE 115 by Borgo de' Pazzi Firenze (70% wool, 2% poliammide, 2% viscose, 2%
acrylic, 1% poliesther (115 mt / 50 gr): 2 50 gr knitting balls (tot 100 gr)
- Circular knitting needles 5,5 mm, 40 cm cable
- 1 stitch marker, darning needle
GAUGE:
21 sts x 29 rows = 10 cm x 10 cm (stockinette st) - SAVE TIME,CHECK YOUR GAUGE
ABBREVIATIONS
K: knit
P: purl
st(s): stitch(es)
rnd(s): round(s)

Copying and reproduction of the contents and images in any form is prohibited. The redistribution and publication of unauthorized content
and images is prohibited. Always credit and declare the designer and the original yarn for any work based on this pattern. Do not use this
pattern for commercial purposes

INSTRUCTIONS
Cast-on 102 sts using the method called 'Long Tail Cast-on' or a method you prefer. Place marker and join the
work in the rnd, being careful not to twist sts.
1*-12* RNDS:
K 12 rounds
13*-14*-15*-16* RNDS:
*P
17 sts , K 17 sts *, repeat * from – to * around.
Repeat the sequence for 4 rnds working the sts as they are, P on P and K on K.
17*-18*-19*-20* RNDS:
*K 17 sts, P 17 sts*, repeat * from – to * around.
Repeat the sequence for 4 rows working the sts as they are, K on K and P on P.
Repeat rnds 13* to 20* untill the cowl will be approx. 24 cm high.
From now K 11 rnds and bind off.
Weave in ends.
Gently block if desired.

Copying and reproduction of the contents and images in any form is prohibited. The redistribution and publication of unauthorized content
and images is prohibited. Always credit and declare the designer and the original yarn for any work based on this pattern. Do not use this
pattern for commercial purposes

About me:
My name is Susy and I am addicted to knitting. My passion started 6 years ago when I
became mom for the first time and I still enjoy knitting.
Follow me on IG / FB susyknithandmande
@susyknithandmade

